Online roundtable *Environmental History in Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia and Slovenia: Developments, State and Perspectives*,

*June 16th, 2021, 9 a.m.–1 p.m.*
Session 1:
9:00–9:25/9:30 Keynote lecture: Everyone is welcome. Environmental history beyond disciplinary identities

Marco Armiero, PhD, president of European Society for Environmental History & director of Environmental Humanities Laboratory, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm

9:30–9:45 Discussion
9:45–9:50 Break

Session 2:
9:50–10:10 Environmental History in Bosnia & Herzegovina: A New Paradigm in Bosnian Historiography

Amir Duranović, PhD, University of Sarajevo, Faculty of Philosophy, Department of History

10:10–10:30 Environmental History in Croatia: The Origins, State and Perspectives

Borna Fuerst-Bjeliš, PhD, University of Zagreb, Faculty of Science, Department of Geography, &
Hrvoje Petrić, PhD, University of Zagreb, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Department of History

10:30–10:45 Discussion
10:45–10:50 Break

Session 3:
10:50–11:10 A Forgotten Context: Environment in the Montenegrin Historiography

Ivan Laković, PhD, University of Montenegro, Historical Institute, Podgorica, &
Olga Pelcer-Vujačić, PhD, University of Montenegro, Historical Institute, Podgorica

11:10–11:30 From Floods to Tourism: A Critical Assessment of Existing and Potential Scholarship on Macedonian Environmental History

Josef Djordjevski, PhD candidate, University of California, History Department, San Diego

Darko Leitner-Stojanov, PhD, Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje, Institute of National History

Petar Todorov, PhD, Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje, Institute of National History

Aleksandar Shopov, PhD, Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Berlin

11:30–11:45 Discussion
11:45–11:50 Break
Session 4:

11:50–12:10 From the Visible Absence to the Impending Uprising: Ecological Movements in 21st Century Serbia

Jelena Mrgić, PhD, University of Belgrade, Faculty of Philosophy, Department of History, &

Milica Prokić, PhD, Rachel Carson Center for Environment and Society, Munich

12:10–12:30 Environmental History in Slovenia: Developments, State and Perspectives

Maja Andrič, PhD, Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Institute of Archaeology, Ljubljana

Željko Oset, PhD, University of Nova Gorica, School of Humanities, Centre for Humanities

Jelka Piškurić, PhD, Study Centre for National Reconciliation, Ljubljana

Tjaša Tolar, PhD, Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Institute of Archaeology, Ljubljana

Borut Toškan, PhD, Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Institute of Archaeology, Ljubljana

Matija Zorn, PhD & Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Anton Melik Geographical Institute, Ljubljana

Žiga Zwitter, PhD, University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Arts, Department of History

12:30–13:00 Discussion on Session 4 and final discussion

The roundtable will be held online:

https://uni-lj.si.zoom.us/j/99080621964?pwd=VHM0N1BYNEkvTjV3VlpualBiZEluQT09
Meeting ID: 990 8062 1964
Passcode: 416658